Haul and Set
Procedures and Requirements
The purpose of this service is to provide customers of Tohono O’odham Utility Authority (TOUA) a
courtesy service to install a wood pole so that the customer’s metering equipment can be mounted to
meet proper height requirements for point of attachment.
Pole Purchase:
Poles may be purchased through TOUA for the purpose of installing a meter box and main disconnect.
It is the customer’s responsibility to assure that the purchased pole meet TOUA’s height requirements
for the point of attachment.
Poles and Haul and Set costs must be paid prior to work being scheduled. All work will be at TOUA’s
discretion and as TOUA’s work load permits.
Mark Pole Location:
Customer requesting a Haul and Set must place a stake marked with white paint at location of pole set.
A drawing must be submitted with pole set location as well as buildings, driveways and leach field if
they apply.
Utility Locates (Blue Stake):
The customer is responsible for requesting a Blue Stake by calling (520) 3835770. All customer
owned underground lines i.e. water, electric and telephone must be marked by the customer. A copy of
utility locate sheets and any drawings of customer owned lines must be submitted.
TOUA assumes no liability for unmarked customer owned buried lines.
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Haul and Set
Cost Schedule

Pole:
Used poles at $1.00 a foot……………… 20’ = $20.00
Only if available
25’ = $25.00
30’ = $30.00
New:
Prices are subject to Change
…………... 20’ = $133.00
25’ = $307.00
30’ = $384.10
Haul and Set:
Within 30 miles of TOUA office……………... $200.00
More than 30 miles from TOUA office………. $250.00
For more than one pole set in the same village add an additional $50.00 for each additional pole.
For more than one pole set in different villages mileage and labor will be assessed on a perpole basis.
Note: Haul and Set does NOT INCLUDE cost of pole.
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